
The easy route to fine chemical production
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Over the last 30 years we have built up a distinctive and wide ranging
technical capability for the contract manufacture of fine chemicals at our
Seal Sands site. This gives our highly qualified, innovative and
experienced team the flexibility to add value to our customers’ business
at every stage: new product introduction, process development
registration and commercial-scale production. Our dedicated skills serve
innovative companies in our core pharmaceutical, crop-protection and
performance chemical markets and are in demand worldwide.

Fine Organics serves 
three key markets

Crop Protection

Pharmaceuticals

Performance Chemicals

Fine Organics’ major sales regions

We’re distinctive, highly qualified
and innovative

USA

BRA

SUI 

IRL 
UK 

GER
Europe

AUS
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Fine Organics is underpinned
by five core values

Serving our customers for 40 years, today Fine Organics is proud to have
become part of the Lianhe Chemical Technology group, one of the most
respected names in contract manufacturing.

Encourage all staff to develop their technical and interpersonal skills 

Ensure we meet the highest safety, health, environmental and
quality standards 

Develop and Maintain our culture of Continuous Improvement 

Embrace Change as a vital part of our culture and maintain an environment
where innovation is encouraged in every function

Respect and Protect our customers’ Intellectual Property

By harnessing these values we provide you with the highest standards of
Customer Care, helping you keep your competitive edge.
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  Equipment
More than 370,000 litres of reactor capacity is distributed over 4
production buildings. This versatile range of equipment is designed to
be re-configured quickly and at minimum cost, in response to your
particular needs. 

Process Development
The ability to match processes to plant is the core skill of our team of
experienced engineers, development chemists and hazards specialists
and a key to your competitive advantage.  For new product
introductions, multi-disciplined teams are led by experienced Project
Managers responsible for project-delivery and ensuring open, direct and
productive dialogue with the customer throughout.

Versatile and multi-disciplined
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Reactors
• Normal operating range of -30°C to +150°C 
• Specialist equipment to – 85°C and +180°C (up to 4.5m3)
• Operating pressure ratings from full vacuum to 8 bar. 
• Nitrogen delivered to the points of use by a validated supply system.
• Laminar flow booth , AJAX and DEC charging systems
• Siemens PCS7 DCS control 
• Specialised equipment for photochemistry and process intensification

Product Isolation and Drying
• Filter driers: Rosemund (316 stainless), Cogeim (Hastelloy), Charles Thompson (Hastelloy)
• Centrifuges: Heinkel (Hastelloy), Ferrum (PTFE lined), Broadbent (Stainless)
• Paddle driers: Lodige (Stainless), Buss (Stainless)
• Rotary Cone Driers: Pfaudler Balfour (Glass-Lined)
• Sieving / Milling 
• Distillation: Stainless steel batch stills, High vacuum glass still 
• Hastelloy and stainless steel Luwa wiped film evaporators

Other Specialist Capabilities
• USP-quality water generation
• Ozone generation
• Process intensification
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Our expanding range of specialist techniques and processes gives Fine Organics the
expertise to manage energetic reactions which often involve toxic, sensitising, flammable
or malodorous compounds.

Alkylation

Acylation

Reduction

Diazotisation

Methylation
Grignard chemistry
LDA

Carbonylation
Friedel Crafts

Sodium borohydride
Hydrogenation

Sodium nitrite
Balz-Schiemann

Halogenation

Oxidation

Substitution

Photohalogenation
Haloform
Chlorination
Bromination
Phosgenation

Nitric acid
Hydrogen peroxide
Sodium hypochlorite
Ozonolysis

Organosulphur
chemistry
Ester formation
Cyanation

Fine Organics has great expertise in
managing energetic reactions and
hazardous materials
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Product Isolation and Drying
High levels of containment in purification, filtration and drying ensures
contaminant-free product and a clean and safe working environment. 
Rosemund, Cogeim and Charles Thompson filter driers, Heinkel, Ferrum
and Broadbent centrifuges in Hastelloy, PTFE–lined and stainless steel
are just a few of the options which Fine Organics offers.
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Superb infrastructure and location
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Storage
We have broad regulatory consent for storage of a
wide range of materials in both bulk and drums. A
fully fenced site, comprehensive CCTV coverage and
24/7 site-based security and access control allow us
to store and distribute Controlled Substances.
Specialised temperature-controlled storage in the
range of -15°C to +30°C extends our capability.

Location
The Seal Sands Chemical Park is in the North East of
England’s heartland of chemical manufacture and
research. Exclusively designated for chemical industry
development, Seals Sands has fast links to port
facilities equipped for chemical handling, the
motorway, rail and air networks. With only half of our
30 hectare (55 acre) site developed, we have
opportunities for further expansion.

Fire Protection
All Ex rated areas of the production buildings and tank
farm are protected by an automatically activated fixed
foam fire protection system. Any deluge from this
system is routed to a 400m3 underground tank for
treatment prior to disposal. The site has a
permanently staffed emergency response team
trained and equipped to deal with any on-site event.
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Utilities
Highly efficient cogeneration of electricity and steam in a modern gas-fired combined heat and
power plant is reinforced by permanent, on-demand, dual-fuelled boiler plant and dual National
Grid electricity supply. The site is also served by a pipeline supply of high purity nitrogen with a
back-up tank.
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Safety
All changes are assessed through our comprehensive hazard
management system. 
Before introducing any new process we evaluate each reaction step to
identify the basis and envelope of safety.  Our dedicated hazards
testing laboratory is equipped with state of the art reaction calorimetry,
such as RC1 with RTCal™, Differential Scanning Calorimetry, Carius
Tube test and ARC. The site is Top Tier COMAH (Seveso III) compliant.

Environmental Management
All site operations are permitted under PPC regulations with wide
envelope approvals. Compliant with ISO 14001 our processes are
designed to minimise environmental impact and we deploy equipment
to recover materials for re-use wherever economically possible. 

Waste Management
Fine Organics has a high volume direct pipeline to a large bio-treatment
facility for suitable aqueous waste streams.  
Other waste streams can be handled on site by our sister company Fine
Environmental Services (FES).  FES operates a thermal oxidiser,
equipped and licensed to treat a wide range of 3rd party organic and
aqueous liquid process effluents and process off-gases.

Product Quality
The site is ISO 9001 accredited and where appropriate manufacture is
to cGMP standard. We have expertise in maintaining Drug and
Veterinary drug master files and European CEPs and have been
successfully inspected by the United States FDA.
The site is compliant with the European Crop Protection Agency
guidelines for prevention of cross-contamination.

Enterprise Management
Our award-winning Business Management System (BMS) was developed
in-house to link every function on the site. Working on the principle of
“data entered once, used by all”, it enables rapid transfer of information
around the site, minimising delays and maximising efficiency.

Total compliance from start to finish
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Chemistries
• Alkylation
• Asymmetric synthesis
• Balz-Schiemann Fluorination
• Biocatalysis
• Carbonylation / Formylation
• Diazotisation
• Diborane reduction
• Grignard reaction
• Halogenation
• Hydrogenation
• Low temperature capability to (-85°C)
• Organometallic chemistry
• Ozonolysis
• Oxidation & reduction technologies
• Phosgenation 
• Photohalogenation
• Suzuki- & Heck-type coupling
• Thiophosgenation

Raw Materials
• Ammonia
• Alkyl lithiums 
• Bromine 
• Carbon disulphide 
• Carbon monoxide 
• Chlorine 
• Chlorsulphonic acid 
• Dichloroethane
• Dichloromethane
• Diethyl ether 
• Dimethyl sulphate 
• Ethylene oxide
• Hydrogen chloride 
• Hydrogen cyanide  
• Hydrogen sulphide 
• Mercaptans 
• Metal hydrides
• Nitric Acid (70% and 98%)
• Nitromethane
• Phosphorus oxychloride
• Sulphur trioxide 

Equipment and Technologies
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Production Capacity
• 4 Production Buildings
• 370m3 of multipurpose batch reactor capacity
• Hastelloy, glass-lined and stainless steel MOC
• -30 to +150°C routinely with specialised capabilities from -85 to +180°C
• Full vacuum to 8 bar

Vessel size (m3)

Glass-lined

Stainless steel

Hastelloy

Total

20

3

–

2

5

7 – 10

10

–

6

16

4 – 6

16

1

2

19

2 – 3.5

7

–

1

8

0.1 – 1.5

7

–

3

10

                                    Number of vessels

Equipment and Technologies
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• Broad Hazardous Substance Consent
• Flexible environmental permit operating under a multi-product protocol
• Separate “Controlled Substance” license for the manufacture and storage of controlled drugs
• Facility successfully  inspected by US FDA for compliance with cGMP standards
• COMAH (SEVESO III) top tier site

• ISO 9001 certified
• Expertise in maintaining DMF and VMF and European CEPs
• ECPA Compliant
• 24hr QC laboratory equipped with:
• HPLC
• GC
• IR/UV
• X-Ray Fluorescence
• Temperature and humidity controlled sample storage for product stability testing 

Quality
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Continuous Improvement

All process steps and equipment are monitored through our OEE system

• We are aware of how much our
customers’ success in today’s
competitive environment depends on
best value supplies of critical products.

• For this reason we continually work
to improve the Safety, Quality, Cost
and Delivery of all our products. 

That is why we continually 
work to introduce improvements
such as: 

• Value stream mapping (VSM) 

• Chemical Process Optimisation
Technique (CPOT) methodology 

• Material Optimisation Techniques
(MOT) 

• Clean down and change over
optimisation (CDCO) 

The above programmes utilise the
latest touch-screen technology for
real-time, on-plant data gathering
enabling us to identify rapidly
opportunities to remove wasteful
activity from our operations. 

OEE (Overall Equipment
Effectiveness) data is the basis for
driving our improvement initiatives. 

Such initiatives consistently ensure
high levels of safety, quality, cost and
delivery performance to the benefit
of our customers.

We are aware that our success is
dependent on the quality and input
of our workforce to support our
Continuous Improvement strategy. 

Our workforce is highly motivated
and trained to employ the latest
tools and techniques associated with
lean manufacture through a
structured programme of Kaizen
Teams making Continuous
Improvement – A Way of Life. 

Continuous Improvement –
A Way of Life... 
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Who Is Fine Organics?

Fine Organics Ltd ("FOL"), is a leading European
contract manufacturer of high quality fine chemicals for
use in the Crop Protection, Pharmaceutical and
Performance chemicals markets.

Lianhe Chemical Technology Ltd (“Lianhetech”) is a
leading provider of innovative and highly-integrated
chemistry-based solutions, throughout the lifecycle of
our clients’ products. Lianhetech has established seven
chemical production sites and two R&D centres in Asia.
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Seal Sands, 
Middlesbrough, 

TS2 1UB

Outsourcing should be the easy option, saving time and effort. Outsourcing should  not cause headaches or consume
the annual travel budget before the third quarter.  Fine Organics offers you the Easy Route to Fine Chemical
Production.  It is simple to do business with Fine Organics Limited. 

The Seal Sands chemical park is a unique area of land
designated exclusively for the chemical industry with fully
integrated chemical infrastructure and a rich supply of
resources to support efficient manufacture.

• We have 40 years experience of understanding our
customers’ needs 

• We are a safe home for your valuable 
intellectual property 

• We are transparent and open with our customers 

• We have extensive technical expertise and problem
solving skills

• Our site has good transport links and is convenient
to visit 

• We have developed our own smart IT systems which
match our business requirements perfectly 

• We are focused on custom manufacture, from custom
synthesis to toll manufacture, and all points in between 

• It is easy to contact us, and you know exactly with
whom you are doing business 

The site includes:
• Excellent EHS record
• Excellent regulatory compliance with global approvals
• Fully integrated infrastructure and utilities
• Pipeline supply of nitrogen
• Range of waste treatment options
• Excellent transport links
• Good supply of skilled labour

Why?
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Seal Sands
Middlesbrough

TS2 1UB
UK

Phone:  +44 (0)1642 546666
Fax:       +44 (0)1642 546046
E-mail:  folenquiries@fineindustries.co.uk
Web:      www.fineorganics.co.uk

James Rankin
Commercial Director
Pharma and Performance Chemicals
Phone: +44 (0)1642 694205
james.rankin@fineindustries.co.uk

The Fine Organics team:

Simon Rowell
Commercial Director
Agrochemicals
Phone: +44 (0)1642 694251
simon.rowell@fineindustries.co.uk

Nigel Parkinson
Technical Director
Phone: +44 (0)1642 694221
nigel.parkinson@fineindustries.co.uk
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